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An Easy, Beautiful Landscape 
Simple steps 1-12 to help you design or improve a landscape 

With notes for applying this to improve an existing landscape 
 
0. Step back! View the landscape as a single space. 
 
1.  Ask: What do you want from this space? 
     As many reasons as people who'll use the property 
    In an existing landscape, identify features that serve only outdated aims. 
    Verbalizing the reason keeps you on track later in the process 

 
2.  Establish a budget 
    Not just money, but time: $2-30/foot; 200 sq. ft. = 1 weekend 

 
3.  Plan to make it fit the caretaker 
    Maintenance makes or breaks it: Consider knowledge, ability & desire 
    Avoid committing to pruning. You can see how overgrown things can become. 

 
4.  Assess the site 
    How a plant would rate this site, and how/where you view it 

 
5.  Make the best plant and feature list 
    Best to work from life rather than books. Ten items, that's plenty. 

Don't be overwhelmed. If you decide a thing is a goner, proceed as if it 
already gone. Describe an item before you name it. List an item only if it 
meets your aims in step 4, then 3, 2, 1. Fine-tune that list for variety in 
shape, texture and seasons of interest. 

 
6.  Choose a focal point within the site to begin the design 
    Decide where you want to draw attention. Design for the main viewer. 

Assess existing focal points: Is each one well- and simply framed?  
Where there are multiple focal points, does their pattern fit the overall 
scene and is it a pleasing pattern? 

 
7.  (Optional) Make a scale drawing 
 
8. Place a focal point element 
   Long-interest, from your list, one or a group of it 

 
9.  Frame the focal point 
    Go for contrast. Line and balance now set the whole garden tone. 

 
10.  Add secondary focal points and frames 
 
11. Outline the space 
 
12. Adjust before planting 
    Bloom season, accessibility, balance, secondary viewers, caretaker.  
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Altering an existing landscape: Slow down at step 4 
1. Ask: What do you need or want from this landscape? 
2. Establish a budget: Money, and also time. 
3. Consider the caretaker! Who? What skills, abilities, preferences? 
4. Know the site's conditions so you can choose plants… 
 
 

I. At step 4, assess site views: What does this landscape already have? 
 
A. Assess existing focal points. What distinctive elements draw the eye? 
 

1. Tall, bright things are “naturals” 
2. But distinctive shape, color, texture or height are often more dependable 

in the spotlight 
Any striking item in a crowd, such as pyramid among mounds,  

fine surface among coarse, or a singularly tall- or short item 
3. Lacking focal point elements? Tend to step 5, listing possibilities. 

 
 
B. Are those focal points supporting the overall layout?  
 Tend to step 6, choosing focal point locations. 
 

1. Where lines intersect, the eye pauses. What's there gets attention 
For instance, where walkway/driveway ends at a building's base 

2. Follow "pointers" -- We mentally extend bed lines & look where they “point” 
3. Such a draw, yet not always worthy of attention: We focus on the mid-point 

between a pair of similar objects (between gateposts or matching windows). 
4. Are intersections, pointers and pairs used or abused? 

a) Were they ignored in placing additional focal points? 
b) Tone (formal or informal): does it match that of home or setting 
 • It's a formal look if the frame creates or reinforces symmetry 
 • An informal frame's focal point may be off-center 
c) Is there some link in color, shape, texture, or arrangement? 
 • Fieldstone colors picked up in an evergreen group 
 • Architectural feature repeated in shape of plants or bed 

 
 
C. Are those focal points are well supported? Tend to step 9. 
 

1. Given a pleasing frame - flanked/surrounded by same/similar objects 
a) Continuity in a landscape often comes from repetition in frames 
b) There may be multiple frames. At least one should remain 

effective in winter to accompany each winter focal point.  
c) Each focal point and its frames should fill the viewer’s field of 

vision (test for "shift eyes/turn head" 
2. Some contrast works for background and emphasis, but 

a) Multiple frames (matte and frame) may be elegant... or overdone 
b) A frame shouldn't upstage the “star” -- the item that's framed! 
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D. Are multiple focal points set in a pleasing pattern? Tend to step 10. 
1. Our minds seek pattern, relationships between important elements 

a) It's a “plus” if focal points relate well to each other 
b) We like to find both harmony and contrast 

2. Lines and shapes add up to a visual flow that can be smooth or jarring 
 

3. Our minds like to create dot-to-dot shapes 
a) House may be “reflected” in a rectangle of focal points 
b) A trio of focal points can converge on a spot, add dimension, etc. 
c) A curved line can soften a view, add mystery via a hidden end 

4. The pattern and the shapes should match the setting  
a) Formal setting or home often best set off with symmetry 
 • Straight lines, sheared plants, squares, circles, regular triangles 
b) Informality likes asymmetrical patterns and shapes 
 • Curved lines, especially sweeping curves, irregular shapes 

5. The best pattern is in the same scale as the background 
a) Too many focal points make a busy scene.  

Aim for maximum of 3, then move the viewer. 
b) Too few, and the scene may appear plain 

 
 

II. If you are adding and placing new plants and materials: 
A. First, last, always: Don't be overwhelmed! 
 
B. If you decided something has to go: consider it gone, plan as if it is gone. 
 
C. Describe a new element before you name it:  

Character, function, shape, texture, color or season 
1. Tough to do this? Describe in reference to a "keeper," such as:  

'To frame a 20' crabapple, look good against a multi-color brick wall...' 
2. You may be surprised that: 

• At least a few critical elements do not turn out to be plants. 
• Flower does not weigh  very heavily in selection. 

 
D. Of each candidate, demand a "yes" answer to these questions in this order: 

1. Will you excel here? ("Survive", "do ok" or "tolerate" are unacceptable!) 
2. Can/Will my caretaker maintain you? 
3. Do you fit my budget, in terms of both time and money?  
4. Will you fulfill one of the goals of my landscape? 

 
E. Create some variety, in every group, in terms of design characteristics:  

1. Shapes:  
 • Mounded/ round (in trees/large shrubs judge the crown's shape) 
 • Mat, such as rug juniper (Juniperus horizontalis)  
 • Upright/columnar 
 • Vase shaped  

2. Textures:  
 • Coarse and fine: as coarse Hosta and fine yew (Taxus)  
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3. Colors: Of material or foliage (various greens, grays, purples, white, gold…) 
4. Heights 
5. Season(s) of interest 
6. Degree of contrast. Makes tone more/less dramatic or low-key 
 

F. When assembling a group: Choose one*, let the others follow 
  (*Just one item! Need more mass? Use multiples of the item.) 
 

1. Look for a companion to go with the first. Check it as in points II.C & II.D 
 
2. Arrange the two in your mind -- equal masses or star and chorus line 
 
3. Look for another companion if appropriate to the space. 
 
4. Check for seasonal gaps in interest the group provides. 

Good design continues all year. Winter is critical and a great time evaluate. 
 
5. Make it a priority to start the next combo aiming to fill those gaps. 

 
 
III. Giving your dream elements specific names 
A. Sources of information 

1. Best: See it growing or in place over time. Decide for yourself what's worthy. 
 • !!! See it in your neighborhood. Look for it - you have its description 
 • Public gardens, including garden centers with display gardens 
 • Garden tours, home tours (garden shows)  
2. Never use just one book, one Internet site... one of anything 
3. Use books/sites that give the botanical name or technical name 

- Iris sibirica ‘Ego’ vs. “a blue siberian iris”  
- New York bluestone as opposed to 'blue-gray cut stone' 

4. Look for charts/sites that sort by growing condition or design feature 
5. Talk to gardeners (world's most friendly and helpful group)  
6. Catalogs are a last resort. Shop catalogs, don't select plants by catalog.  
 
7. GardenAtoZ.org: 
 Search specific plant name, find uses, pics, lists 
  Fall Color Landscape, Easiest Best Perennials 
 Search “Combos”, find JanetsFavePlantsCombos.pdf  
  Sun, part shade, shade, wet & droughty groups, top overall plants 

 
B. Make a shopping list 

1. Use the complete scientific/technical name 
2. Quantity: 

• Number of plants = square feet ÷ plant spread in time you allow it 
  - Good plant sources give mature size and growth rate 
• Square feet, cubic yards: Where the scale drawing is handy. 


